2004 Northern Territory Institute of Sport Awards

NTIS VOLUNTEERS RECOGNITION AWARD
Michelle Burgess  Cricket
Andrew Forrest  Weightlifting
Mark Davies  Swimming
Dal Hartley  Cycling
Steve Kelly  Rugby League
Lyndon Sheppard  Rugby League
Brett Holmes  Rugby League
Ingvar Dyrrting  Hockey
Daryl Byerley  Hockey
Scott Bevis  Hockey
Joseph Kelly  Hockey

CARLTON & UNITED BEVERAGES
NTIS SQUAD ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR AWARD
Richard Tambling  AFL
Sarrita King  Netball
Cameron Mathers  Rugby League
Joseph Egan  Rugby Union
Adam Dilley  Cricket
Joel Carroll  Hockey
Angela Shima  Tenpin Bowling

NATIONAL SQUAD REPRESENTATIVE RECOGNITION
Sarrita King  Netball
Trent Nolan  Rugby League
Adam Dilley  Cricket
Bobbi Jo Kalcher  Tenpin Bowling
Dane Cuthbert  Tenpin Bowling
Robert Kennedy  Tenpin Bowling
Shelley Nitschke  Cricket
Emily Peris  Hockey
Kirstie McKellar  Hockey
Symone Bell  Hockey
Desmond Abbott  Hockey
Joel Carroll  Hockey
Greg Anstess  Hockey
Deborah Anstess  Hockey

NATIONAL TEAM REPRESENTATIVE RECOGNITION
Richard Tambling  AFL
John Ahnfeldt  Rugby League
Cameron Mathers  Rugby League
Nathan Tomes  Rugby League
Trent Nibbs  Rugby League
Trent De With  | Rugby League
Todd Hair  | Rugby League
Joseph Egan  | Rugby Union
Julie Woerner  | Cricket
Mark Hickman  | Hockey
Corey Heath  | Cycling
Anthony Roberts  | Motocross
Maria Tsoukalis  | Weightlifting
Christine Cooper  | Basketball
Kelly Fong  | Judo
Andrew McArthur  | Tenpin Bowling
Ronald Voukolos  | Tenpin Bowling
Michelle Halprin  | Tenpin Bowling
Dave Byars  | Blind Lawn Bowls
Sophie Joynes  | Triathlon

NATIONAL CLUB RECOGNITION
Tom Logan  | AFL
Raphael Clarke  | AFL
Joel Campbell  | AFL
James McManus  | Rugby League
Leon Rotumah  | Rugby League

CARBINE CLUB NTIS NATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
‘TEAM SPORT’ AWARD
Winner – Andrew McArthur

CARBINE CLUB NTIS NATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
‘INDIVIDUAL SPORT’ AWARD
Winner – Ronald Voukolos

CARBINE CLUB NTIS INTERNATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
‘TEAM SPORT’ AWARD
Winner – Mark Hickman

NTIS INTERNATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR ‘INDIVIDUAL SPORT’ AWARD
Winner – Kelly Fong